Abstract-With the advance in robotic hardware and intelligent software, humanoid robot could play an important role in various fields including service for human assistance and heavy job for hazardous industry. Under unknown dynamics operating smart devices with a humanoid robot is a even more challenging task because a robot needs to learn both swipe actions and complex state transitions inside the smart devices in a long time horizon. Recent advances in task learning enable humanoid robots to conduct dexterous manipulation tasks such as grasping objects and assembling parts of furniture. In this paper, we explore another step further toward building a human-like robot by introducing an architecture which enables humanoid robots to learn operating smart devices requiring complex tasks. We implement our learning architecture in the Baxter Research Robot and experimentally demonstrate that the robot with our architecture could play a challenging mobile game, the 2048 game, as accurate as in a simulated environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Manipulating objects with a humanoid robot is an important task since such human-like robots could play an important role in service for human assistance and heavy job for hazardous industry in the near future. However, designing and building a proper robotic manipulation task is not trivial since the dynamics of the robot and constraints of objects should be carefully considered. Thus, a successful robotics manipulation task is not easily expanded to general human-like tasks such as part assembly and smart device manipulation. Recent advances in task learning under unknown dynamics enable humanoid robots to conduct various dexterous manipulation tasks such as assembling parts of furniture [1] and toys [2] .
Touch-enabled smart devices including smart phones, tablet computers, and Internet of Things (IoT) devices have widespread applications in everyday life. Compared to mechanical manipulations (e.g., device switches and buttons), touch-enabled smart devices are easier for developers to include rich functionality and for users to manipulate without much physical forces applied. Thus, a general-purpose humanoid robot may require to be able to learn (1) how to smoothly handle such smart devices and (2) how to executive a long sequence of actions to fulfill a non-physical task goal.
Manipulating touch-enabled smart devices has unique challenges in that such devices are usually fragile and require a long sequence of manipulation actions, i.e., a complex task planning. The manipulation becomes even harder especially under unknown dynamics of the robotics manipulator and unknown task constraints.
We solve this issue by introducing a new architecture which seamlessly satisfies the requirement of the local manipulations (swipes) and the long-term tasks. We present a general framework to learn to fulfill complex tasks on smart devices. As shown in Fig. 2 , our architecture includes general tools for recognition, planning, and execution. One important aspect of our architecture is that we could learn (or train) individual components to fulfill the goal of complex tasks. In detail, our architecture includes (1) learning task actions with long time horizons by deep reinforcement learning [3] and (2) learning manipulation actions from Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) [4] .
we experimentally demonstrate that the combined architecture can be used for learning non-trivial manipulation tasks for smart devices. Specifically, we demonstrate that the Baxter Research robot [5] equipped with our architecture solves a non-trivial mobile game application, the 2048 game [6] , as shown in Fig. 1 . In experiments, we show that the winning rate of our Baxter robot for the 2048 game is as high as the Deep Q Learning trained solely in a simulated environment.
In the following, Section II explains related work for learning manipulation tasks for humanoid robots. Section III explains existing models used in our work; Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) and Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL). Section IV presents our architecture for the task learning. Section VI reports the experiments results followed by conclusion in Section VII : extraction of tiles, 32x32 pixels, guided by the edge with the adaptive Gaussian filter [7] . During the process (a,1) and (a,2), we used Gaussian blur to reduce noise and improve the object recognition [8] . 
II. RELATED WORK
Industrial robotic manipulators are used to verify the functionality of touch-enabled smart devices [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] . Commercial robotic manipulators are successfully used to test and verify the functionality of smart devices [11] , [12] . Most of commercial tests are designed to verify the functional characteristics of touches such as latency, sensed forces and durability with a specialized mobile application. Our work further extends this efforts to let a general-purpose humanoid robot manipulate smart devices for complex tasks in long time horizons.
The linear quadratic regulator (LQR) provides an optimal control solution where the system is a linear differential dynamic system and the cost function can be represented as a quadratic function. Under unknown dynamics, LQR is especially useful because LQR learns locally linear action model which is less dependent on dynamics. Also, the linear Gaussian transition model is simple and easy to control. Thus, LQR has widely used to learn manipulation actions of robots [13] , [14] , [15] . LQR does not require one to fully specify the dynamical constraints of the task and the robot manipulation. LQR learns a set of proper actions with minimal human (engineer) specifications. In experiments, we find a close-to-optimal actions by the iterative LQR [16] , [17] , [4] which has been successful to learn various nonlinear robotic manipulations.
Reinforcement learning have been extensively used in high-level tasks such as playing games [3] , planning to manage supply chains and controlling multi-agents in military systems. Reinforcement learning also holds the promise of enabling robots to learn motion skills for manipulating external objects. Recent advances have shown that it could learn various high-level tasks including playing tennis [18] , stacking blocks [19] , assembling parts using tools [4] .
There has been long efforts to learn low-level (motion planning) actions to conduct high-level (complex) tasks which require to reason not only about the kinematic and geometric constraints but also intermingled constraints on state spaces [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] . Our ultimate goal is to automate the procedure of learning low-level actions and high-level tasks simultaneously. In this paper, we present an integrate architecture to demonstrate the feasibility of our goal to learn motion planning and task planning, and then execute them together in an integrated humanoid platform.
III. BACKGROUND

A. Linear Quadratic Regulator Models
Linear quadratic regulator (LQR) solves feedback control problems where the system dynamics is composed of linear differential equations and the cost is represented as a quadratic function, called the LQR problem. The following equations are state and cost functions with a finite-horizon, discrete-time LQR,
where x t and u t are states and user input (control) respectively, and Q, R and N are predefined model parameters (matrices) for the cost (or loss) function. Note that, we wish to find the optimal trajectory, τ = (x 0 , u 0 , · · · , x N , u N ), which minimizes the loss function while satisfying the transition model as in Equation (1). The optimal trajectory of the LQR problem is derived as,
where P t is found iteratively backwards in time,
where P n = Q. 1) Iterative Linear Quadratic Regulator: Iterative Linear quadratic regulator (iLQR) is an iterative LQR method which finds the optimal trajectory by applying LQR repeatedly on the trajectory solved. In each iteration, iLQR adjusts the following cost function,
where l is a quadratic cost function. If α is close to one, the squared error term would converge to zero. That is, iLQR finds the optimal trajectory [17] . By the trajectory optimization, it finds a trajectory U * which minimizes the sum of the cost function,
B. Deep Q-Learning
Deep Q-Learning incorporates deep neural networks in solving reinforcement learning (Q-learning) problem. A Deep Q-Learning method already has achieved the best performances in various tasks including game playing, called 'Atari' [3] by learning complex control policies.
1) Neural Networks for Reinforcement Learning: Typically the policy π and the value function Q π (s, a) in the reinforcement learning is defined as follows.
where s and a are respectively state and action, and r t is the reward at t and γ is the discount. Then, using the Bellman Equation and value iteration algorithms can solve above as,
Here, the value function Q can be represented by deep Q network.
IV. LEARNING MANIPULATIONS FOR SMART DEVICES
Manipulation of smart devices is an elaborate and complicate task which typically needs adequate pressure, swipe velocity, and direction. Learning the controller must be harder than any other nonlinear systems. In our work, typical manipulation tasks for smart device swipe action learning is handled.
2) Our architecture of the manipulation: Finding the optimal trajectory, from nonlinear dynamics, is not an easy task. Thus, we change the problem into a linear Gaussian model [16] . The controller for swipe action is locally trained with the linear dynamics by using iLQR.
First, we initialize the five trajectory points for each direction; left, right, backward, and forward as plotted in Fig. 3 .
3) Action and State Space for Baxter Research Robot: Our Baxter research robot has seven joint angles in each arm. However, for convenience and intuition, we utilize the inverse kinematics to construct the dynamic manipulation with a set of states and actions in 3-dimensional workspace.
• State X t = [x t , y t , z t ]
• Action U t = [∆x t , ∆y t , ∆z t ] 4) Learning LQR for actual trajectories: Considering the executable velocities of our Baxter robot, we discretize the time step into 250 in 3 seconds. As the iteration number becomes larger, the optimized trajectory by LQR fits to the intended trajectory.
V. LEARNING TO PLAY A MOBILE GAME FOR A HUMANOID ROBOT
A. Executing a mobile game by the humanoid robot
Learning a smart phone game with the humanoid robot does not mean that it is necessary to learn the game with its arm. Since executing the game by the robot is relatively slower than executing it automatically, we have tried to find the optimal policy in simulation then, transfer it to the robot.
We chose the 2048 game left, and right. The rewards are given when a tile marked with a goal number comes out.
We have provide fours heuristic algorithms for solving the 2048 game as explained in Section VI-3. However, since the rewards from the heuristic algorithm are much lower than the ultimate reward for winning the game, the agent will not exactly follow the heuristics. Instead, such heuristics help the learning algorithm converge faster to get to the goal. The learning procedure consists of two steps: recognizing digits by neural networks and executing the actions from the input by the recognition.
1) Recognizing Digits by Neural Networks:
We design a simple neural network to recognize digits in the smart phone since the digits recognition task in the smartphone resemble the digit recognition in the MNIST database [24] where the deep learning methods achieve the state of the art performance.
After the image segmentation in [ Fig. 2-(a.3) ], extracted tiles with the size of 32 by 32 pixels each enter into the 1-layered DBN. To fit the model, we gather the 14,034 tiles from the camera attached to the arm of the Baxter robot by randomly moving the robot for data augmentation. This configuration makes a similar situation where the robot move as [ Fig. 2-(c) to (a) ]. We also normalize data, and generated augmentation data by rotating and moving slightly [25] . Now, the augmented data is with the 84,204 tiles. Such augmented data let our recognition accuracy as high as 98.9%.
2) Executing the Actions for Robot: Learning the actions for the robot starts from defining its input state. Since a set of input digits recognized by neural network is discrete number from 0 to 11, we change the set into a bit string which indicates a specific value in a specific position as 1 or 0. The bitmap is size of 16 x 12, in ascending order from 0 to 2048 for 16 positions, and the same values are adjacently mapped as shown in [ Fig. 2-(b.1)] . We use three layers of fully connected neural network, each of them consists of 500 hidden units [Fig. 4 ]. The learning step is composed of three steps: Forward, Action, and Backward.
Forward : Every previous two pairs (state and action) is saved in our memory to fill up the input for our network. Then, using the previous two state and action pairs and current state, the policy is calculated for all action values. An action with the maximum reward is selected as the best action. We use ε-greedy algorithm where the probability of choosing an random action decreases from 1.0 to 0.05 as age increases in each 2,000 learning iteration. Action : Run the best action from our policy and get the output as the next state. Especially, in our 2048 game, the computer inserts randomly a 2 or 4 tile in an empty space (adversarial moves).
Backward : Give the reward computed from the last action and a set of states (s t , a t , s t+1 ). The network will be trained by random sampling method which selects samples from our entire experience history. The batch size is 16 and the total experience size is 30,000. Each backward step, we append the current state, action, reward and the next state, (s t , u t , r t , s t+1 ). When the experience is full, one of the existing entry is replaced by the new entry.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3) Details of the 2048 game: The 2048 game [6] is an variant of a preceding game the Threes [26] . Given a 4 by 4 grid, the player can move the grid in 4 directions (up, down, right and left). Each action makes the adjacent tiles merged when they have the same value as shown [ Fig. 5 ]. The merged tile now has the sum of values. After every action, computer places 2 or 4 in each empty tile with the probability of 0.9 and 0.1 respectively.
4) Heuristics of the 2048 game:
The four typical heuristics in the 2048 game are presented as follows.
Monotonicity: This heuristic measures whether the values of the tiles are strictly increasing or decreasing along both the left/right and up/down directions. It tries to make the board well organized, making possible to merge smaller tiles gradually, then larger tiles.
Smoothness: It is from an idea that the adjacent tiles need to have the same values to be merged. It calculates the value difference between its neighbors in four directions and tries to minimize the difference.
Free tiles: Giving penalty when there are too few free tiles left.
Maximum value: Calculating the maximum value among the whole tiles.
5) Results and Discussions: As shown in TABLE reftbl:result, our Baxter robot reaches 128 with winning rate more than 90 percent which is comparable to Deep Q learning model in a simulated environment. The result is significantly better than the performance of random move which is just 53.98%. The wining rate of the game for reaching 256 is now 54.00% which is comparable to the Deep Q learning model in a simulated environment. Note that the performance of random moves is just 7.09%.
In our work, there are 2 factors which may incur errors beyond learning game policy model. We have a small error for DBN digit recognition model which is 1.1% and unknown error from the iLQR controller. In TABLE I, it reflects the errors (difference) rate incurred from two potential erroneous factors. The difference of simulation and Baxter executions with respect to the number of iterations per game is about 7%. TABLE II reflect the accumulated erroneous moves caused by the recognition errors and control errors. 
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Deep learning may boost the performance of robots in various aspects in learn to recognize and make plans. In this paper, we present an architecture which seamlessly combines the recognition, planning and execution. We demonstrate how deep learning can improve the performance of recognition and planning in a humanoid robot. In the experiments with the Baxter Research robot, we show that the Baxter research robot equipped with our architecture could achieve the high winning rate of a complex mobile game, the 2048 game, as the Deep Q learning algorithm in simulation.
